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Vancouver, Canada. 
Engagement rings in the ground 
at English Bay. By Dennis 
Oppenheim, made of  glass, steel, 
and aluminum. It should be a 
good place to engage!



The real traffic light tree in London. Height of  the 
"tree" - 8 meters, the branches and leaves had real 

lights. On this tree "grows" 75 working lights



This statue to Peter Pen was built on May 1, 1912 in 
London's Park, not far from Kensington Palace



Italian painter and sculptor Lorenzo Quinn has 
prepared four-meter sculpture - a huge aluminum 

child's hand takes the Fiat 500 



Newton sculpture is in front of  the British Library. 
Sculptor Eduardo Paolozzi built it in 1995. Paolozzi 
has perhaps more works of  public sculpture around 

London than any other artist 



«Little Ben» is located in the central part of  London. It 
was built in 1892, removed in 1964 and 

re-established in 1981



Unusual Monuments: Cadillac Ranch, Texas.Created 
in 1974, it consists of  a row of  half-buried Cadillac cars. 
Spray-painting graffiti or other messages on the cars is 
encouraged by the Ant Farm art group, which created 

the monument



USA, Philadelphia. Monument "Liberty" or in 
other words, it is called "Rush.“

 Sculptor Zenos Frudakis



 Sculpture-fountain "Mustangs of  Las Colinas.“ 
Bronze mustangs run among the stone jungle of  

Texas



This unusual monument is in front of  the building of  
the company «Ernst & Young» in Los Angeles



Cat sculpture on a bench in Maryland. You can sit 
and have a rest here



Singing tree sculpture in the UK - is a musical 
sculpture resembling a tree, which consists of  pipes of  

different sizes and comes alive when the wind blows



Monument to the football fans, Toronto, Canada



Unusual house is located on Oxford Street. 
Headington area residents saw the roof  with the metal 

tail shark, a length of  about 7.5 m



Americans - practical people. The giant clothespin in 
Philadelphia, in Centre Square Plaza. Its height is 

about 15 meters!
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